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2.1
Understand Your Fingerprint in Pure
The VBN-Team recommeNds
The Fingerprint functionality is a software system of Natural Language Processing (NLP) tech-
niques to extract information from unstructured text. Applying domain-relevant thesauri to sci-
entific publications, the fingerprint engine creates an index of weighted terms, called concepts, 
which defines the text, known as a Fingerprint. By comparing Fingerprints, users can look beyond 
metadata and expose valuable connections among you and other researchers, publications, fund-
ing opportunities and ideas. 
The engine uses English language texts in publication titles, abstracts, keywords and pro-
file texts for researchers and organizations.  
1. Recommendation: Make sure that you add English translations for your texts in Pure: titles,  abstracts, profile texts and keywords. 
2. Configuration: Single concepts can be suppressed if they are not relevant for a key  description of your research area. You can switch of the Fingerprint for your profile in the 
 VBN-portal, if you find that it is not apt.
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